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WELCOME
To World’s Unique Reward & Donation Based
Crowdfunding Platform

www.reicher.in
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A new and innovative way to raise capital for businesses of all size

www.reicher.in
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Welcome to the world of endless possibilities!. This
platform was founded by a team of Enthusiastic
Finance Professionals who decided to use simple
yet sophisticated well-thought-out power of mining
and crowdfunding technique all in one to get
maximum capital and benefits for our contributors
from their small investment. Since our platform is
fully automated no wait for individuals to re-invest,
even milestone movements are automatic.

About Us

We are the only Crowdfunding company to help
people themselves with correct method of raising
capital to do some thing in their life. It is the best
platform to give an opportunity to raise capital and
facilitates stable life. It provides an alternative path
to change their life with no debt or any other
commitments. We offer a very good and simplest
opportunity for people who want to raise more
capital at no interest and less commitment to the
contributors.
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Our

Vision
Our vision is to create an opportunity for raising
encumbrance free capital by the business community
but should compensate from their respective
businesses or any other choice, so no contributor
incurs any loss at any given point of time. We ensure
all contributors enrolled shall scale up their respective
business with the capital raised and also with strict
financial discipline.
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Our

Mission
 To be the best Reward based Crowdfunding
Platform for all

 Equal opportunity to all entrepreneurs
 Built-in opportunity to raise continuous capital
 Additional Rewards and Awards
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 Fully automated system to reduce human interface
and be error free for ever
 Raise, Redeem & Keep the rest.
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The

Plan
 Signup with Rs. 1,000/ Educate needy fundraisers / contributors to signup
 From the induction of 4th fundraiser, you will earn a franchise reward
 When company reaches 5th milestone, then the first fundraiser is entitled
for redemption as per Company’s policy
 From milestone 6th of each fundraiser, we ensure system driven
additional signups automatically to raise more funds.
 All fund raisers are expected to redeem their contributors of any value.
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The

Plan (Contd…)
 Company will be charging 18% GST on contribution & all fees
 Franchise rewards will be paid by the company and no deduction
from fund raisers
 Since redeemed based crowd funding is being considered as an
income, the net payout at each stage will be after deducting TDS
(Tax Deducted at Source) as per Income Tax Act & Guidelines.
 Each fund raiser is responsible for redeeming their own
contributors, failure at any level will lead to suspension or
dismissal of membership
 Net payouts shall be kept by the fundraisers and company will not
claim under any circumstances.
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The

Plan (Contd…)

Twelveth Installment
Eleventh Installment

10,24,000/-

5,12,000/Tenth Installment
Ninth Installment

2,56,000/-

1,28,000/-
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Eighth Installment
Seventh Installment

64,000/-

32,000/Sixth Installment
Fifth Installment

16,000/-

8,000/Fourth nstallment
Third Installment

4,000/-

2,000/Second Installment
First Installment

1,000/-

500/Note:
1. Net Payouts will be after deduction of Processing Fee, 18% GST on Processing Fee & TDS – 5%
if Pan Details Provided & 20% if not.
2. Franchise Rewards will be processed and paid out separately as and when due.
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Contact Us

info@reicher.in

www.reicher.in

